
Terrassa, January 22, 2024.

 
OPEN CALL. FOR ARTISTS. 
TNT 2024. 

Festival TNT opens a new call aimed at creators who want to 
present their piece at the 17th edition of the festival of living arts 
and new formats that will take place from September 26 to 29, 2024 
in the city of Terrassa. 

Requirements 

That the line of work of the creators is situated in the field of new 
languages, scene overflows, innovation and risk. 

Finished pieces or in the last phase of the creation process. 

Creations that interact with other disciplines, that propose new 
relationships with the scene and that address today's world from a 
critical perspective will be valued. 

Proposal sending 

Deadline: open call until February 4, 2024. 

Form to send the proposal: https://docs.google.com/forms/d/
18tDxxjzV9ULsiCRX8bgKxeJBBnG3M8bmC27qJ-6-Hto/edit  

Recommendations: A project dossier must be attached, with a 
maximum size of 10MB. The video must be sent via a link. 

About Festival TNT 

TNT is a festival dedicated to the support of new artistic formats. It 
is the transformation of the future into the present. It seeks to 
explore new ways to inhabit artistic expression and to encompass art 
in our fast-paced, overwhelming world —a world still unequal until 
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Terrassa, January 22, 2024.

we embrace true global change. TNT is synonym for provocation, 
discomfort, experimentation, fun —but also, and importantly, 
vulnerability. 

TNT underwrites critical and committed artistic practices. It opens a 
box full of aesthetic possibilities while promoting new formats and 
populating hungry stages. TNT works with artists who are victims of 
the conflicts of our times —ecology, inequality, gender and diversity 
policies, the ruling hegemony of new technologies. 

TNT encourages cross-territorial works. It interweaves multiple 
artistic disciplines, thus making theatre more accessible to new 
creator communities and audiences. The festival works jointly with 
local institutions, educational centers, organized entities and 
common citizens while trying to expand its roots across the city of 
Terrassa. 

TNT hosts an innovative, transdisciplinary and contemporary 
programme with a new collective discourse in each edition. It 
supports artists through research and creative co-productions and 
residencies while stimulating participatory activities for the citizens 
of Terrassa. 

During TNT, we wish to suspend you in time and space. We ask you 
to immerse yourself for a weekend in which a group of artists and 
members of the audience will break your everyday lives down and 
build a common space for critical debate, artistic experimentation 
and —of course— celebration.
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